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My campaigns, policy and other work

My campaigns
Community project

In Progress

Actions updated: [12/04/19]
Cambridge: Jimmys
Chelmsford: Dementia Adventure

Body Positivity

Completed

Actions updated: [12/04/19]

Rent:

In progress

Actions updated: [18/03/19]
- RA’s and feedback hub for uni halls//housing: After initial research into how the
university website is structured, came to the conclusion that a hub may not be a
feasible/useful tool. Looking into the possibility of developing a tile potion on the
ARU app or Safezones app. Have had conservations in USU about RA’s in terms
of wellbeing of RA’s and how they support other students when working.
- Another action for me was to look at misconduct in halls (As part of SRWG) I have
not been able to take any figures or highlights to SWRG, as I am waiting for the
results from the Rent survey to come out. However, we are in the process of
developing the stages of the universities “Unsilenced campaign”.
Next steps:
-

Take relevant rent survey stats to meetings (SRWG, SEC and SSSG)

-

Attending the whole development day coming up in April. Looking at what are the next
stages within the university unsilenced campaign and working with the consent
collective to review our current provision under the four headings below, identify
where we like to see further development and agree actions.
1. Report- including Anonymous and Named reporting tools to be released in March
2019 as part of the Unsilenced Campaign
2. Support- including the Sexual Violence Liaison Officers, the broader Harassment
Support Network and other activity such as the Good Lad Initiative and SelfDefence Classes
3. Regulate- including the current complaints procedures
4. Educate- including training and engagement with staff and students

Managing Stress - De-Stress Fest

Completed

Actions updated: [12/04/19]
Next steps:
Completed! Within SEC and SSSG “the Wellbeing strategy” actively works towards student
wellbeing across the whole university.

Other relevant updates
2

Actions updated: 14/09/18
General update:
-

3

AHSS Management Course Design Intensive days: been involved in the process of
planning the Course design intensive days, looking at how students can be included in
the process. If you want to be involved let me know!
Group chat - good discussions across all campuses
National conference

